Errata

p. 69, “…FIRM also does not fulfill R3. Moreover, it fulfills neither R4 nor R8”
This is wrong as Firm does indeed fulfill these two requirements. However, it does not fulfill R4, R5, nor R6.

p. 74, Eq. 5.6: “…dplace[d] ∈ dom(oplace[o])”
Should read: sel[m] ⇒ oplace[o] ∈ dom(dplace[d]).

p. 81, Eq. 5.13: “…dplace[alt[p]] ∈ dom(oplace[o])”
Should read: sel[m] ⇒ oplace[o] ∈ dom(dplace[alt[p]]).

p. 124, “In alloc_save_spac, the approach is also able to…”
Should refer to the checksum function, not alloc_save_spac.
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